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Introduction 
 
Wishing all a Happy and Prosperous New Year as we issue our first issue of Competition Bites for 2020, 

providing you with updates of key developments across South East Asia as pulled together by our 

regional competition law practice. 

 

In this issue, snippets include the Malaysia Competition Commission’s first decision on resale price 

maintenance, the Philippine Competition Commission’s first decision on abuse of dominance, a 

summary of the Competition and Consumer Commission of Singapore’s recent merger review decisions, 

as well as the Thailand Trade Competition Commission’s new guideline on business franchising.  

  

Focus for this issue – The Indonesia Competition Commission (“KPPU”) has issued a new regulation 

which expands its scope of authority to assess acquisitions of assets. Under the previous regulation, the 

KPPU only assessed transactions involving the acquisition of shares, mergers or consolidation of 

business entities. This means that, having escaped KPPU scrutiny before now, asset acquisitions are 

now subject to the same mandatory notification requirements as share acquisitions. This is a significant 

development that businesses with operations in Indonesia must stay on top of. We share our insights 

based on the discussions that our Indonesian team has had with the KPPU. 

 

In addition, the Rajah & Tann Asia Competition & Antitrust and Trade Practice will be hosting our 8th 

Regional Competition Conference in Singapore on competition law trends and the digital economy on  

7 April 2020, where partners of our various regional offices (together with our invited guest speakers) 

will share important updates on competition law enforcement and trends in our respective countries. We 

will be issuing more information and the registration link closer to date. Please email us of your interest 

to ensure that you are on our mailing list to receive more information about our seminar. We look forward 

to seeing you then!  

 

Do touch base with us at competitionlaw@rajahtann.com if you would like any further details or wish to 

discuss any of the news highlighted in this edition.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

The Rajah & Tann Asia Competition & Antitrust and Trade Practice 

 

  

mailto:competitionlaw@rajahtann.com
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Feature Article:  

Indonesia - New Merger Control Regulation: KPPU to Enhance 

Supervision of Mergers and Acquisitions   
By: HMBC Rikrik Rizkiyana, Farid Fauzi Nasution, Vovo Iswanto and Anastasia Pritahayu R. D. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-empting the long-awaited amendment on the Indonesian Competition Law, the Indonesia 

Competition Commission (“KPPU”) has recently issued a new regulation, which expands its scope of 

authority to assess acquisitions of assets (“New Regulation”). Under the previous regulation, the KPPU 

only assessed transactions involving the acquisition of shares, mergers or consolidation of business 

entities. This means that having escaped KPPU scrutiny before now, asset acquisitions are now subject 

to the same mandatory notification requirements as share acquisitions. Qualifying asset acquisitions will 

need to be notified to the KPPU within 30 business days of the transaction taking effect. 

  

Guntur Saragih, one of the KPPU’s Commissioners, noted that this New Merger Control Regulation was 

KPPU’s effort in refining its ability to supervise and control mergers. The KPPU expects that businesses 

will improve their compliance on the notification obligation.  

 

We set out the key features of the New Regulation below, incorporating information based on our 

discussions with the KPPU. The KPPU states that it intends to publish an implementing guideline to set 

out the features of the New Regulation in greater detail. The discussion below is subject to further 

clarification from this upcoming implementing guideline.  

 

Under the New Regulation, an asset acquisition is notifiable to the KPPU if the transaction: 

 

(a) Satisfies the applicable thresholds. The thresholds are: (i) the combined worldwide asset 

value of the parties exceeds IDR2.5 trillion; or (ii) the combined Indonesian sales/turnover 

value of the parties exceeds IDR5 trillion; 

(b) Results in a change of control over the acquired assets; and 

(c) Increases the acquirer’s ability to control certain markets. Based on several discussions with 

the KPPU, we understand that this criterion is fulfilled only where the asset acquisition 

satisfies both of the following criteria: (i) the assets are not sold under an ordinary sales 

activity; and (ii) the asset acquisition may potentially increase the purchaser’s or its affiliate’s 

market share; or may potentially integrate vertically with the purchaser’s or its affiliate’s 

business activities.  

 

Beyond the obligation to submit a notification of an asset transaction, the New Regulation changes the 

local nexus test that is applicable for both the share and asset transactions. The three alternatives of 
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the direct impact test to determine local nexus under the previous regulation were: (i) all merging parties 

have business activities in Indonesia, either directly or indirectly (e.g. through subsidiaries); (ii) one of 

the merging parties has business activities in Indonesia, and the other party sells to Indonesia; or (iii) 

one of the merging parties has business activity in Indonesia while the other party does not have activity, 

but has sister companies having business activity in Indonesia. 

 

Under the New Regulation, the local nexus test only requires all or one of the parties to the transaction 

to have any business activities in or sales to Indonesia. 

 

For more information, please refer to AHP’s earlier client update here and here. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The New Regulation came into effect from 3 October 2019 and supersedes the KPPU’s previous merger 

guidelines. Transactions that take effect on 3 October 2019 or later will be governed by the New 

Regulation, whereas any transactions where notification was filed before 3 October 2019 will continue 

to be subject to the previous regulation.  

 

The move to regulate asset acquisitions, without waiting for an amendment to the Indonesian 

Competition Law, is a major step that significantly expands the KPPU’s authority to assess and regulate 

competition in the Indonesian market. Until the KPPU issues its implementing guidelines, transacting 

parties should always exercise caution when considering whether notification will be required. As always, 

we recommend that businesses perform a self-assessment early in their transaction to determine 

whether the transaction is notifiable to the KPPU, given the active enforcement by the KPPU against 

failure to file. 

 

 

  

https://www.ahp.id/clientalert/AHPClientUpdate-16October2019.pdf
https://www.ahp.id/clientalert/AHPClientUpdate-03December2019.pdf
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Indonesia – Summary of 2019 Enforcement Efforts and KPPU’s First 

Case Involving Digital Economy 
 

In 2019, the KPPU received complaints from various stakeholders on alleged anti-competitive conduct 

across different industries, including the nickel, cement and digital economy industries.  

 

While the KPPU’s focus was on investigating bid-rigging conduct in the first half of 2019, the second half 

of 2019 saw the KPPU initiating investigations into other types of conduct, such as price fixing and cartel, 

as well as discriminatory practices. The KPPU decided on 24 cases in 2019, of which nine cases 

concerned merger notification failure and nine cases concerned bid-rigging. This is an increase from 

2018, in which KPPU issued only 14 decisions ranging from merger to bid-rigging. 

 

One notable case for 2019 is the KPPU’s examination into PT Solusi Transportasi Indonesia, as the 

Indonesian Grab entity, and its affiliated company that provides special transportation leasing, PT 

Teknologi Pengangkutan Indonesia (“TPI”), for their alleged discriminatory practices towards Grab’s 

drivers (“Grab Indonesia case”). The examination arose from a follow-up action of a report submitted 

by the individual Grab drivers. By way of background, Grab drivers can either rent their cars from TPI or 

other special transportation leasing companies that partner with Grab Indonesia, or use their own cars. 

The KPPU has alleged that Grab Indonesia prioritised the orders for the drivers that rent their cars 

through TPI, such that Grab drivers who rent their cars through TPI have three times more orders than 

the drivers that do not rent the cars through TPI. Grab Indonesia was alleged by the KPPU to have 

violated Articles 14, 15(2), and 19(d) of Indonesia’s competition law, Law No. 5 of 1999 about Prohibition 

of Monopolistic Practices and Unfair Business Competition. 

This Grab Indonesia case marks the KPPU’s first case examination on the digital economy sector. It is 

interesting to see how the KPPU will eventually decide the case. 

 

In addition to the Grab Indonesia case, the KPPU also started the examination of the alleged domestic 

ticket cartel case against seven airlines operating domestic routes: Garuda Indonesia, Citilink Indonesia, 

Sriwijaya Air, Nam Air, Lion Air, Batik Air, and Wings Air (“Domestic Airline Ticket case”), a bid rigging 

allegation in the supply of drink water in Lampung (“Drink Water case”) as well as several merger 

notification failure cases. 

 

The Grab Indonesia, Domestic Airline Ticket, and Drink Water cases’ examinations are all expected to 

be carried on to and decided in 2020.  
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Malaysia – MyCC’s First Decision on Resale Price Maintenance  
 

On 23 September 2019, the Malaysia Competition Commission (“MyCC”) issued a decision of non-

infringement to Coca-Cola Bottlers (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (“Coca-Cola Bottlers”) and its wholly-owned 

subsidiary, Coca-Cola Refreshments Malaysia Sdn Bhd (“Coca-Cola Refreshments”) (collectively, 

“Coca-Cola”).  

  
Investigations against Coca-Cola were launched around August 2018 by MyCC in compliance with a 

ministerial directive from the Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs (“KPDNHEP”), 

concerning a notice issued in July 2018 by Coca-Cola to certain supermarkets and hypermarkets in 

Peninsular Malaysia (“Notice”). The Notice contained recommended resale prices ("RRP") and 

recommended consumer prices ("RCP") of various Coca-Cola beverages suggesting Coca-Cola’s 

customers may not be free to decide on their resale price. 

 

Resale price maintenance (“RPM”) is an agreement between a manufacturer/supplier and a 

distributor/retailer requiring the latter to sell a product at a specified price. MyCC has stated that RPM is 

a type of vertical agreement involving price restrictions which could infringe the Competition Act 2010 

(“Competition Act”) by serving as a focal point for downstream collusion. In its Guidelines on Chapter 

1 Prohibition, MyCC has stated that it “will take a strong stance against minimum RPM and find it anti-

competitive”.  

 

As part of its investigations, MyCC conducted a surprise raid at Coca-Cola premises and had on various 

occasions requested clarifications from Coca-Cola. MyCC also sought the assistance of the 

Enforcement Office of KPDNHEP to obtain market prices for selected Coca-Cola beverages retailed at 

supermarkets and hypermarkets within the Klang Valley. Field investigations were also carried out by 

MyCC.  
  
The investigations revealed that the RRP and RCP issued by Coca-Cola were not adhered to by the 

supermarkets, hypermarkets and customers, and the prices of the relevant Coca-Cola beverages sold 

in Klang Valley could be lower or higher than these RRP and RCP. Evidence also did not indicate that 

Coca-Cola had induced the supermarkets and hypermarkets by way of incentives or promotional 

measures to adhere strictly to the RRP and RCP. Upon assessing the effects of these RRP and RCP, 

MyCC was satisfied that despite having significant market share, Coca-Cola had not restricted the ability 

of supermarkets and hypermarkets in Peninsular Malaysia from determining their resale prices 

independently.  

 

MyCC’s past enforcement actions have focused mainly on cartel activities and abuse of dominance. 

This latest enforcement action by MyCC against Coca-Cola is MyCC’s first decision in respect of vertical 

agreements involving price restrictions/ RPM. Although a non-infringement decision was issued in this 

matter, MyCC has shown that it is willing to expand its enforcement activity to anti-competitive vertical 

agreements even though these may be harder to prove compared to horizontal agreements/cartels. It is 

also significant to note that in this matter: (a) the investigation arose from a ministerial directive to MyCC; 
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and (b) this investigation demonstrates regulatory cooperation between Government agencies, as 

shown between MyCC and KPDNHEP. 

 
Philippines -   

(1) Decision in First Abuse of Dominance Case  
 

The fourth quarter of 2019 saw the resolution of the Philippine Competition Commission’s (“PCC”) first 

abuse of dominance case. 

 

As shared in our previous two Competition Bites issues, the PCC enforcement unit had in March 2019 

charged Urban Deca Homes Manila Condominium Corporation (“Urban Deca Homes Manila”) and its 

parent company, 8990 Holdings, Inc., with abuse of dominance under the Philippine Competition Act 

(“PCA”) for imposing a sole internet service provider (“ISP”) on its unit owners and their tenants.  

Residents claimed they were prevented from applying for other ISPs despite the in-house “Fiber to Deca 

Homes” service being slow, expensive, and unreliable. The respondents filed a motion for settlement, 

which was negotiated from May to July 2019. Public comments on the proposed terms for settlement 

were solicited in early August 2019. 

 

In its decision dated 30 September 2019, the PCC fined Urban Deca Homes Manila and 8990 Holdings, 

Inc. PHP27,113,392.70 (approximately US$535,000.00). The PCC also imposed certain terms and 

conditions on the respondents requiring them to cease their anticompetitive conduct, invite other ISPs 

to offer or market their services in the housing developments involved, notify their residents that they 

can opt out of their current contracts with the previous sole ISP, post a public apology, and submit to 

certain reportorial and investigative obligations. 

 

Although the case started from complaints of residents in Urban Deca Manila in Tondo, the terms of 

settlement also apply to eight other Urban Deca Homes projects in Mandaluyong, Muntinlupa, Bulacan, 

Cavite, Iloilo, and Cebu. 

  

(2) Supreme Court Issues Rule on Inspection Orders   
 

The Supreme Court of the Philippines recently issued the Rule on Administrative Search and Inspection 

under the PCA, which took effect on 16 November 2019. This rule governs the issuance by Philippine 

courts of inspection orders, and the enforcement of such orders, which will enable the PCC to conduct 

inspections (called “dawn raids” in other jurisdictions) for administrative investigations of alleged 

violations of the PCA. Inspection orders will allow the PCC and its deputised agents to enter, search, 

and inspect business premises, offices, land and vehicles to examine, copy, photograph, record or print 

information in order to prevent their removal, concealment, tampering with or destruction. Information 

subject to inspection include books, tax records, documents, papers, accounts, letters, photographs, as 

well as databases, means of accessing information contained in such databases, and electronically 
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stored information. Under the new rule, any person or entity who fails or refuses to comply with an 

inspection order may be cited for contempt of court that may result in a fine, imprisonment, or both. The 

PCC has noted that these rules will intensify the PCC’s case building, facilitate the uncovering of 

anticompetitive behaviour, and help pin down such white-collar crimes covered under the PCA. 

 

(3) Grab Saga Continues   
 

The Grab saga also continued in the last quarter of 2019, with the PCC extending and amending Grab’s 

previous undertakings in view of the persistent lack of viable competition and the lingering competition 

concerns arising from Grab’s acquisition of Uber in 2017. The PCC also resolved to impose a total fine 

of PHP23.45 million (approximately US$463,000) on Grab for breaching its pricing commitments during 

the 1st to 3rd quarters of its initial undertaking. This fine includes a refund totaling PHP5.05 million 

(approximately US$99,700) to affected Grab riders. 

 

The extended undertaking allows Grab to apply for release on the ground that sufficient competition 

exists. The latter entails the existence of a ride-hailing transportation network company (“TNC”) 

operating in Metro Manila that has attained at least 20% market share, or of two ride-hailing TNCs, 

attaining at least 30% market share. 

 
Singapore -   

(1) Increased Merger Review Activity in Q4 2019 
 

In the last quarter of 2019, the Competition and Consumer Commission of Singapore (“CCCS”) issued 

three merger decisions – one involved the merger of two food court operators, another involved the 

merger of several private clinical laboratories, while the most recent involved the merger of two Korean 

shipbuilders. While 2019 had started out relatively quiet in terms of merger reviews, the number of 

merger applications picked up towards the end of 2019. It is notable that a relatively narrow market 

definition was adopted in some of these merger reviews. 

 

• On 15 October 2019, the CCCS announced the clearance of the proposed acquisition by Bread 

Talk Group Limited of Food Junction Management Pte Ltd. The Parties overlap in the operation 

of food courts and food court stalls in Singapore. The CCCS considered that the relevant markets 

for its assessment were: (a) the sale of hot meals to individual consumers in food court premises, 

using catchment areas of 500 metres radius; and (b) the rental of stalls in food court premises to 

food vendors in Singapore. With respect to the first market, the CCCS concluded that the Parties 

directly sell hot meals in only a very small number of stalls located within their food courts and will 

continue to compete with many stalls operated by third-party food vendors within their own 

premises and within other food court premises in the catchment areas. With respect to the second 

market, the CCCS noted that the combined post-merger market share of the Parties remains 

below 20% and that barriers to entry and expansion to set up food court operations in Singapore 
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are low. Food vendors generally also have some bargaining power. The CCCS therefore cleared 

the transaction on the basis that it would not lead to a substantial lessening of competition. 

 

• On 21 October 2019, the CCCS announced the conditional approval of Pathology Asia Holdings 

Pte. Ltd.’s (“PAH”) completed acquisition of Innovative Diagnostics Private Limited (“Innovative”) 

and Quest Laboratories Pte. Ltd. (“Quest”), subsequent to having accepted commitments from 

PAH. Innovative and Quest have been perceived as the closest competitors to each other pre-

transaction to non-affiliated customers, being the top two suppliers in the provision of in-vitro 

diagnostic (“IVD”) tests by private clinical laboratories in Singapore. The CCCS had previously 

noted concerns raised by third parties regarding the extent to which alternative providers, such 

as private hospital/independent clinical laboratories, are able to exert adequate competitive 

constraint on the merged entity. In light of the concerns, the transaction moved from a Phase 1 to 

a more in-depth Phase 2 merger review in October 2018. To address the CCCS’s concerns, PAH 

submitted a set of commitments (“Commitments”), which were tested and eventually agreed to 

after tweaks. The CCCS granted conditional approval for the transaction, subject to the 

implementation of and compliance with the Final Commitments by PAH. It is important to highlight 

here that no Monitoring Trustee has been appointed in this case. Instead, PAH has undertaken 

to submit signed yearly compliance statements to the CCCS. It is only if the CCCS has reasonable 

grounds for suspecting there has been non-compliance with any of the Commitments that PAH 

may have to appoint a Monitoring Trustee. 

 

• On 29 November 2019, the CCCS announced the completion of its Phase 1 review regarding the 

proposed acquisition by Korea Shipbuilding & Offshore Engineering Co., Ltd. (“KSOE”) of a 

majority interest in Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co., Ltd. (“DSME”) and the 

intended integration of the businesses of KSOE and DSME. Based on its Phase 1 review, the 

CCCS has identified competition concerns arising from the two Parties being the two largest 

suppliers for the global supply of LNG carriers, and possibly large containerships and large oil 

tankers, based on information furnished by KSOE and feedback from third parties during the 

Phase 1 review. At this stage, the Parties may either choose to offer commitments to address the 

potential competition concerns that may arise as a result of the Transaction, or the merger will 

proceed to a Phase 2 review upon CCCS’s receipt of the relevant documents from KSOE. 

 

(2) Review of Airline Alliances 
 

In the last quarter, the CCCS has also reviewed two cases involving airline alliances: 

 

● On 14 November 2019, the CCCS approved the application by Emirates to remove its capacity 

commitments for the Singapore-Brisbane route. A capacity commitment on the Singapore-

Brisbane routes and the Singapore-Melbourne routes had been provided voluntarily to the CCCS 

in 2013 by Emirates and Qantas when seeking the CCCS’s clearance on their proposed alliance. 

At that point, the CCCS assessed that the undertaking would lead to an improvement in the 

production of air passenger services and freight capacity for the relevant markets. In April 2019, 
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Emirate applied to CCCS to vary the commitment for this route so that it could withdraw from the 

Singapore-Brisbane route. After conducting a public consultation on the application and 

concluding that there remains competitive constraint on Emirates and Qantas after the variation, 

as well as adequate seat capacity for passengers whose journey terminates at Singapore or 

Brisbane, the CCCS has allowed Emirates to remove the capacity commitments. 

 

● On 27 November 2019, the CCCS commenced a 3-week public consultation to invite public 

feedback on the Proposed Commercial Cooperation between Singapore Airlines Limited (“SIA”) 

and Malaysia Airlines Berhad (“MAB”) as part of its assessment on whether the proposed 

cooperation would constitute an anti-competitive agreement, pursuant to the airlines’ joint 

application to the CCCS on the proposed cooperation. The scope of the cooperation includes 

among other things, scheduling, pricing, sales and marketing cooperation and other commercial 

areas (including special prorate arrangements and expanded code sharing cooperation to 

leverage on the strength of both airlines’ networks to grow traffic between Malaysia and Singapore 

and between Malaysia or Singapore and certain agreed markets such as Europe). The Parties 

currently overlap on seven Origin-Destination routes in the provision of air passenger transport 

services between Singapore and Malaysia.  

 

In 2018, the CCCS issued a guidance note for airline alliance agreements. Amongst others, the CCCS 

guidance note sets out the screening factors that airlines should consider when deciding whether to 

notify the agreement to the CCCS. Accordingly, parties may now conduct a self-assessment and are 

more likely to submit a notification to the CCCS only where the alliance could raise competition concerns. 

With this guidance, it is likely that notifications have been reduced, and only the larger ones are being 

notified.  

  

For example, it was recently reported that Singapore Airlines and Air Nippon Airways are looking to enter 

into a joint venture partnership which will go beyond their current code-sharing agreement to allow 

coordination on schedules and fares, subject to obtaining the requisite regulatory approvals. 

 

(3) Consumer Protection - Court Order to Stop E-Commerce Retailer 

from Using “Subscription Traps” 

 

Pursuant to an application to the State Courts by the CCCS, the State Courts have declared that Fashion 

Interactive Pte. Ltd. (“FIPL”) and its owner had engaged in an unfair practice under the Consumer 

Protection Fair Trading Act (“CPFTA”) on its e-commerce website, myglamorous.sg, and ordered the 

parties to cease these unfair practices (“Court Order”). The Court Order took effect from 6 January 

2020.  

 

In this case, the CCCS sought to stop the parties from engaging in a subscription trap on their e-

commerce website. A subscription trap refers to the situation where a consumer is misled into entering 

a subscription contract upon making an online purchase with an e-commerce retailer, due to information 
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about the subscription and fees, as well as relevant terms and conditions, being omitted or hidden in 

fine print especially after being baited with discounts, “free trial” offers or other promotions; if the 

consumer fails to cancel his subscription within the grace period, he winds up paying a one-time or 

recurring subscription fee to the retailer pursuant to the subscription contract. Notably, this is the first 

instance where the CCCS had sought a court order against an errant retailer for engaging in an unfair 

practice under the CPFTA since taking over the enforcement of the CPFTA in April 2018.  

 

The CCCS’s application came after various instances of consumer complaints received by the 

Consumers Association of Singapore (“CASE”) against FIPL since April 2016. The consumers in 

question had previously alleged to having been charged a recurring monthly “VIP Club” membership fee 

ranging from S$49.95 to S$59.95 on their credit/debit cards, without their knowledge or consent as the 

design of the website led consumers to believe that they were making a one-off purchase as the details 

of membership programme were hidden in fine print. 

 

Amongst others, the Court Order requires FIPL to perform the following for a period of three years until 

5 January 2023: (a) display the details of the declaration and injunction on the landing page of its website; 

(b) before entering into a contract with consumers, notify them about the declaration and injunction and 

obtain the consumer’s acknowledgment of such notification; and (c) include in every invoice or receipt a 

statement that a declaration and injunction has been granted against it. Such requirements will 

undoubtedly have an impact on FIPL’s business and consumer confidence in FIPL. 

 

This case is yet another example of the CCCS’s active enforcement efforts on the consumer protection 

front in the course of 2019, and serves as a reminder that businesses must continue to pay close 

attention to the CCCS’s guidelines and decisions regarding pricing and other consumer-facing practices 

to ensure compliance with the CPFTA.  

 
Thailand - Trade Competition Commission’s New Guideline on 

Franchising Business 
 

Thailand’s Office of the Trade Competition Commission (“OTCC”) has started to publish new regulations 

prescribing trade practice guidelines for specific business sectors. The Notification of the Trade 

Competition Commission Re: Guideline for Consideration of Unfair Trade Practices in Franchising 

Business B.E. 2562 (2019) (“Notification Re: Franchising Business”) (which draft was commented 

upon in our previous issue of Competition Bites) was published in the Government Gazette on 9 

December 2019 and will come into force after the lapse of 60 days from such date. 

 

The Notification Re: Franchising Business applies specifically to franchising businesses, which are 

described as the business where one party, the franchisor, enters into a written contract authorising 

another party, the franchisee, to undertake a business that employs the format, system, process and 

rights of the franchisor or which the franchisor has the right to authorise the franchisee to use for a 
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specified period of time or in a specified area, whereby such business is subject to the support and 

control of the franchisor and the franchisee is obliged to pay remuneration to the franchisor.  

 

The definition of “franchise” in this Notification does not explicitly address whether similar business 

arrangements such as distributorship or product franchising and licensing are covered. However, based 

on the OTCC’s opinion in response to questions raised during the public hearing on this matter, the 

Notification Re: Franchising Business does not apply to such similar business arrangements. These 

other arrangements would be governed generally by Notification of the Trade Competition Commission 

Re: Guideline for Consideration of Actions Resulting in Damage to Other Business Operators B.E. 2561 

(2018), published in November 2018.   

 

The Notification Re: Franchising Business lists the business practices relevant to this type of business 

which constitute the offense of undertaking unfair trade practices that cause damage to other business 

operators and are prohibited pursuant to Section 57 of the Trade Competition Act B.E. 2560 (2017) 

(“Trade Competition Act”). These include: 

 

• Fixing conditions which restrict rights of the franchisee without justifiable reason, for example, 

requiring the franchisee to purchase goods or services unrelated to the operation of the franchise 

from the franchisor or to only purchase goods or services used in the franchise from the franchisor 

or a supplier specified by the franchisor, or requiring the franchisee to meet a purchase quota for 

goods or materials which exceeds actual need and forbids the return of excess goods or materials; 

 

• Fixing additional conditions for the franchisee after the execution of the franchise agreement, for 

example, requiring the franchisee to purchase goods or services or carry out conduct beyond 

what is specified in the franchise agreement, unless there is appropriate business reason or 

necessity to maintain reputation, quality and standard of the franchise and such reason is 

prescribed in writing; 

 

• Restricting the franchisee from purchasing goods or services from other suppliers that sell the 

goods or service of a comparable quality at a lower price, and requiring the franchisee to purchase 

from the franchisor or a supplier specified by the franchisor without justifiable reason; 

 

• Restricting the franchisee from discounting of perishable goods or goods close to expiration 

without justifiable reason; 

 

• Fixing different conditions between multiple franchisees without justifiable reason which leads to 

trade discrimination; and 

 

• Fixing any unreasonable conditions for a purpose other than to maintain reputation, quality and 

standard of the franchise pursuant to the franchise agreement. 
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Additionally, the Notification Re: Franchising Business provides the information and details concerning 

the franchising business which the franchisor is required to disclose to the franchisee prior to entering 

into a franchising agreement. This information includes:  

 

• Information on the remuneration and costs of operating the business, for example, franchise fee, 

royalty fee, marketing expenses, training expenses and expenses in procuring equipment 

necessary for business operation, as well as the method for calculating expenses, details of 

payment and condition of refunding payment; 

 

• Franchise operation plan, for example, assistance in the management of a franchise, training, 

advising, as well as the number and location of franchise businesses in a nearby area at present 

and in the future, and details of sale promotion; 

 

• Details of the rights to the relevant trademark, patent and copyright, for example, term, extent of 

and conditions of the rights to such trademark, patent and copyright; and 

 

• Renewal, amendment, termination and revocation of franchising agreement. 

 

Furthermore, where the franchisor intends to open a branch which the franchisor intends to manage and 

operate by itself, the franchisor is also required to notify the franchisee in a nearby area, as defined by 

consumer demand, relevant geographical area and competition in the market, and give the franchisor 

the option to open a new branch first.
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